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Structure
reduces anxiety
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Anxiety fuels
conflict
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Therefore,
structure can
reduce conflict
8
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“Infants are born
premature…
what they need is
an external
womb.”
Jean Clinton, M.D.
AFCC 2012 Annual Convention (Third Plenary)
Chicago, Illinois
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Healthy development occurs in the context of

FEELING HELD
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The
caregivers’ most
important
job is to
CONTAIN
the child’s
needs,
impulses and
physical states.
Schore, A. and McIntosh, J. (2011), FAMILY LAW AND THE NEUROSCIENCE OF ATTACHMENT, PART I. Family
Court Review, 49: 501–512.
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Our most
important
job is to

CONTAIN

the child’s
needs,
impulses and physical states.
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“It takes a village
to raise a child.”

It takes villagers
who are willing to
communicate and cooperate
to raise a HEALTHY child.
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The need to FEEL HELD can be more
powerful than the need for food …

(Harry F. Harlow, “Love in Infant Monkeys,” Scientific American 200 (June 1959):68, 70-74)
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The need to

FEEL HELD

can even be
more powerful
than the need to
feel safe
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The experience of
FEELING HELD is necessary for
confidence and security.

© 2016 B.D. Garber, Ph.D. ●

FamilyLawConsulting.org ● Better Options Initiative, Inc ● 31 March, 2017
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This is
why
swaddling
calms …
29

… and
why
crate
training
works
with
dogs.
30
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Family

is the dynamic
system that
serves to

HOLD

the child.
31

For a psychologist,

family

is not defined
by politics,
marriage, genetics,
gender or geography
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Family
is defined
by the people
that
HOLD
you.
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When co-parents conflict,
HOLDING fails
and children
become
anxious.
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Anxiety

grows when
structures
are
unpredictable,
inconsistent
or inadequate.
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Anxiety
fuels
conflict
36
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Structure diminishes anxiety

41

Structure
communicates
holding
(which reduces anxiety
and thereby reduces the
likelihood of conflict)
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Structure takes four distinct
forms:
• Limits and associated consequences
• Boundaries that define space
• Routines and rituals that define time
• Roles that define relationships
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We seek
reassurance by
testing the
structures that
HOLD us
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When
consequences
fail,
triumph is
followed by
terror

“Who is
holding
me?”
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Following through
with consequences
reassures
(“I’m being held”)
even if it
enrages.
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Structure
and
Parenting Plans
(Simon)
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Err on the side of
too much structure:
Co-parents who can cooperate,
can change that structure.
Co-parents who cannot cooperate,
need it.
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What is the purpose
of a parenting plan?
 To govern the “care, custody and management of their child”.
 This is a fundamental liberty interest recognized by the U.S. Supreme
Court (see Santosky v. Kramer (1982) 455 US 745, 754, 102 S Ct 1388.
 Most states use the “Best Interests of the Child Standard”
 The Best Interests Standard requires an individualized determination of
the parenting plan for the child or children at issue.
 The parenting plan allocates parental rights and parental responsibilities
 To educate parents about their responsibilities and to facilitate
cooperative child‐centered co‐parenting
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Win v. Lose
 An Inappropriate and Not Helpful Conceptualization
 Instead, we try to focus on the strengths and weaknesses/risk
and benefits of alternative plans
 In negotiating parenting plans, the proposed parenting plans
should set forth the risk and benefits of what is being
proposed. When negotiations fail, the proposals can be put
forth as the requested relief of the party who is the proponent
of the proposed plan.
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Aspects and Features of
Useful Parenting Plans
 Establishes a balance of power between the parents. This promotes complimentary rather than
competitive parenting
 The balance of power can have strong implications for each parent’s sense of identity and worth
• Parents who feel respected and not demoted to “bench warmer” status is more likely to stay
engage and involved in the lives of the children
• Parents who feel respected are more likely to not look for weaknesses in the other parent
 Clear and Precise Language
 Clear and Unambiguous Times and Conditions
 Setting Forth Responsibilities Transparently
 Providing for Methods of Contact
 Providing for Methods of Resolution of Disagreements
 Recognizing that Children’s Needs May Change and Plans May Need To Be Re‐Addressed
 Recognizing that Changes and Requests for Changes Are Inevitable … BUT… The Plan Is The Bottom
Line When Agreement Cannot Be Reached
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Parenting Plan: Drafting Tips
• Use an outline and label sections with headings
• Use the simplest possible language – avoid legalese – aim for
8th grade writing level
• Keep sentences short – one thought per sentence
• Use the present tense
• Use the terms “legal custody” and “physical custody” to
increase probability of recognition and enforcement in other
U.S. jurisdictions
• When you must use terms of art or terms from the prevailing
family code, cite the code and consider incorporating the
language of the code into the parenting plan
• Distinguish between duties (responsibilities) and elective
acts by using terms such as “must” and “will” and “may”.
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Parenting Plan: Drafting Tips
 Avoid the use of the word “shall”. “Shall” has at least 8 different meanings.
 Avoid provisos. The phrase “provided that” may be read as an exception, limitation,
“Father shall return the children to school
condition, etc.
 Use the active voice –specify who “must”, “may”,
not” or “must
not” do or not do
each “may
Wednesday
morning”
something
“Father
will return the children to school each
 Identify children by their full names – include dates of birth. You may use alias as well
Wednesday
morning when school is in session” instead
of
“This parenting plan governs custody and parenting time
for Petitioner‐Father
John
Jones aka Jack Smith [Jack] and Respondent Mother Dorothy Jones aka Dot Jones
instead of
[Dot]….”
“Father
will return
the children
to such
school
as
 No one remembers who “Petitioner”
or “Respondent”
is. Therefore,
use terms
each
Wednesday
morning”
“Petitioner‐Father”
“Respondent‐Mother”
oreach
just
“Mother” or “Father”
“Father
will returnorthe
children to school

Wednesday morning provided school is in session”
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Legal Custody
Be clear about what this term actually means (or does not
mean) “Legal custody means….”
• Decision making?
• In what areas or functional domains?
Special case:
• Consent for medical/dental/mental
health care?
• School placement?
Does one parent have legal custody
Is decision making and consent
to to
berecords
joint?and confidential information)
(i.e., access
but not decision making?
If that is the case, is there a requirement for
consultation?
How is consultation to be accomplished?
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Physical Custody
 What does physical custody
mean?
• The parent who has
care/control responsibilities for
the children
• What about when children are
in school?
• What about on exchange days?
• What is the child‐sharing plan?

 Include a prototype calendar in the
parenting plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is this plan the same for all children in the family?
If not, set forth the specific plan for each child separately
What are the times of exchanges exactly?
Where are exchanges to be made exactly?
Who will do the transporting?
Are there transportation “surrogates” other than parents? If
so, who?
Are there people who are not permitted to transport? If so,
who?
What are provisions for lateness, if any?
If a parent must forfeit parenting time in the plan, are there
provisions for “make up” time?
If so, what precisely are they?
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Physical Custody
 What are the times of exchanges exactly?
 Where are exchanges to be made exactly?
 Who will do the transporting?
Are there transportation “surrogates” other than parents? If so,
who?
 Are there people who are not permitted to transport? If so, who?
 What are provisions for lateness, if any?
 If a parent must forfeit parenting time in the plan, are there
provisions for “make up” time?
 If so, what precisely are they? How will these decisions be made?
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Holidays, Birthdays, Special Events,
Vacations, School Events
 What holidays, birthdays, special events, vacations will be covered?
• Name them specifically
• Define them (when do they start, when do they stop)
 Do such times take precedence over the prevailing child‐sharing plan?
• If so, is there make‐up time?
• If so, how will make‐up time be determined?
 How is notice to be handled?
 What happens if/when a parent re‐partners. Is that new partner’s birthday, for example, a part of the
parenting plan?
 Anticipate normative life changes and plan for them in the child‐sharing plan
 Are both parents permitted to attend children’s school/sports/community events? If so, what are the
rules of conduct and decorum?

60
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Information Exchange and Communication
Guidelines
How will the parents
communicate?
• Verbally?
• In Writing?
• Texts
• OFW?
• Talking Parents?

 What are the parents required to
communicate?
•
•
•
•

Time frames for sharing information?
Educational information? Which information?
Medical information? Which information?
Enrichment activities/sports? How are these
selected? What are the responsibilities of each
parent?
• Travel information? What information? Time
frames
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Civility Rules
 We are transitioning from an intimate partner relationship to a co‐parent
“I notice that Maddie prefers
relationship. This can be hard for some parents.
chocolate ice cream” versus “Do
 Civility rules serve a parent‐education function
 What are they to call each other?
not feed Maddie any ice cream but
 What words specifically must NOT be used?
chocolate”
 What words in general must NOT be used?
 Don’t tell… inform
 Talk about what works in a home versus what the other parent should or should
not do

“Here’s what I heard, can you help
me understand?”
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Problem Solving
If parents reach an impasse, what types/means of resolution will they
use?
• Mediation? With whom?
• Co‐parent counseling? With whom?
• Parenting Coordination? With whom?
Are parents required to engage in ADR prior to filing an RFO with the
Court?
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Structure
and
Court
Orders
(Stahl)
64

Structure and Court Orders:
Parenting Time Orders
Vague parenting time orders give parents more to fight about, e.g.:
Every other weekend – Problems:
• If not specified, no idea what the start date
st, 3rd,
is – when police
are called,
they
know
Even
if says
“1can’t
who’s parenting
time4isthwho’s
What about summer
weekend”
and
• When does the weekend start and
Do holiday
st end?

vacations?
• Does the
1 aweekend
Does
2‐week times
vacation
let someone take 14
have
start ondays
firstand
Friday,
1st do it right, they have
if they
preference
Saturday,
1st Sunday??
weekend
beforeover
andnon‐
after, that could
perhaps lead toholiday
20 days?
times?
How to manage that?
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Structure and Court Orders:
Custody Evaluation Orders
Structure that makes sense:
• Identifying scope
• Identifying if comprehensive or
brief, focused evaluation
• Identifying who gets the report
when done
• Identifying when report is to be
completed
• Identifying next step after the
evaluation is completed

 Structure that is problematic:
• Ordering evaluator to give
psychological testing
• Limiting costs while identifying a
comprehensive evaluation
• Ordering a brief, focused evaluation
with complex matters (e.g.,
relocation, refuse‐resist, intimate
partner violence allegations) but not
limiting the recommendations to be
made
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Structure and Court Orders:
PC Orders
Structure that makes sense:
• Identifying scope
• Identifying the areas of disagreement
the PC can make recommendations on
• Identifying procedure to follow if both
parents agree with a PC
recommendation
• Identifying procedures to follow if a
parent disagrees with a PC
recommendation
• Identifying the length of PC
appointment
• Identifying procedures to follow if a
parent wants to “fire” the PC

 Structure that is problematic:
• Micromanaging the PC in every
“area” before the PC gets started
(e.g., how to decide therapy)
• Micromanaging PC procedures
(e.g., how often to meet, whether
to see kids, whether to see
parents jointly)
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Structure and Court Orders:
DVRO Orders
Structure that makes sense:
• Duration of order
• Who is protected and
parameters of protection (e.g.,
within 100 yards)
• Whether and how
communications are
protected/allowed
• Exceptions, if any, regarding the
children and/or the children’s
activities

 Structure that doesn’t
make sense:
Nothing I
can think of,
you??
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Structure and
Professional Guidelines
and Standards
(Stahl)
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Structure and Professional Guidelines
and Standards: e.g., APA Ethical Code
Benefits:
• Proscribe psychologist’s
behaviors/actions in a
wide range of
professional areas
• Provide Boards of
Psychology enforcement
mechanism(s) with
psychologists who violate
ethical rules

 Risks:
• Often, extremely vague
• Tend to support protecting
psychologists rather than
protecting the public
• Boards who don’t
understand certain practice
areas, such as CCE
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Structure and Professional Guidelines
and Standards: AFCC Model Standards
Benefits:
• Give guidance to evaluators in areas of
training and experience, record keeping,
communications‐including communication
of findings, data gathering, psychological
testing, role conflicts, interviewing
children, observations, use of collateral
information, awareness of hearsay rules,
and articulation of bases for opinions
expressed.
• Give guidance to readers (attorneys,
judge, reviewing experts) as to some sort
of standard

 Risks:
• Have the Model
Standards increased
scrutiny, costs, and
led to micro‐
managing
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Structure and Professional Guidelines
and Standards: AFCC Therapy Guidelines
Provides guidance in the areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional responsibilities
Competence
Multiple relationships
Fees and informed consent
Privacy, confidentiality, and privilege
Methods and Procedures
Documentation, and
Communications

 Problems?
• I can’t think
of any, you?
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Structure and Professional Guidelines
and Standards: Other AFCC Guidelines
Guidelines for Examining Intimate Partner Violence
Guidelines for the Use of Social Science in Family Law
Guidelines for Brief Focused Assessment
Guidelines for Parenting Coordination
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Structure and Professional Guidelines and Standards:
Rules of Court, e.g., CA ROC 5.220

Benefits:
• Mandatory expectations in following areas:
oThe court must give evaluator a copy of the order specifying “purpose
and scope of evaluation”, require evaluators to adhere to this rule,
determine and allocate fees
oEvaluators must consider health, safety, welfare, and best interests of
child within the scope and purpose (emphasis added)
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Structure and Professional Guidelines and Standards:
Rules of Court, e.g., CA ROC 5.220
All evaluations must include:
• Written explanation of process (informed consent) describing procedures used and time
spent, scope and distribution of report, limits of confidentiality, and costs/payment
• Other areas outlined include interviewing parents about “capacity for settling age‐
appropriate limits and for understanding and responding to child’s needs; History of
involvement in caring for the child; history of child abuse, domestic violence, substance
abuse, and psychiatric illness (and others)
• In any presentation of findings, the evaluator must “summarize the data‐gathering
procedures, information sources, and time spent, and present all relevant information,
including information that does not support the conclusions reached (emphasis added);
describe limitations; provide recommendations consistent with health, safety, welfare
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Structure and Professional Guidelines and
Standards: Rules of Court, e.g., CA ROC 5.220
Ethics – In performing an evaluation, the child custody evaluator
must (among others):
• Maintain objectivity, provide and gather balanced information for both
parties, and control for bias;
• Protect the confidentiality of the parties and children in collateral
contacts and not release information about the case to any individual
except as authorized by court or statute
• Strive to maintain the confidential relationship between the child who
is the subject of an evaluation and his/her treating psychotherapist
• Operate within the limits of the evaluator’s training and experience and
disclose any limitations or bias that would affect the evaluator’s
ability to conduct the evaluation (emphasis added)
• Be sensitive to socioeconomic status, gender, race, ethnicity, cultural
values, religion, family structure … of the parties.

 Risks:
I can’t
think of
any, you??

Must include FL‐326 (evaluator meets training and experience
rules) and FL‐328 (confidentiality)
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Structure and Professional Guidelines
and Standards: Legislation
CA Family Code 3111
• A child custody evaluation, investigation, or
assessment, and any resulting report, may
be considered by the court only if it is conducted in
accordance with the requirements set forth in the
standards adopted by the Judicial Council pursuant
to Section 3117; however, this does not preclude
the consideration of a child custody
evaluation report that contains nonsubstantive or
inconsequential errors or both.

Risks:
What do
nonsubstantive
or
inconsequential
errors mean??
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Structure and
Self-care
(Stahl)
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Structure and Self‐care
Something we often don’t think about in context of “structure”
As professionals, the more we can structure our self‐care, the better
We are all at risk of vicarious trauma, which worsens the more we
work with high conflict, domestic violence, and families with intense
emotional matters
Professional risk factors have worsened in an environment of
increased attacks by litigants, increased licensing board complaints,
increased litigation, and increasing time pressures
Personal risk factors might include significant feelings of personal
responsibility, perfectionism, concern for the well‐being of children
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Structure and Self‐care
Impact of stress and vicarious trauma
• Getting angry at litigants, losing objectivity, succumbing to biases
• Internal body effects include increased blood pressure, rise in
insulin, increase in abdominal fat, suppression of immune system
• Emotional effects include lethargy, fatigue, leading to more severe
depression or exhaustion; increased worry and brooding;
irritability and moodiness
• Increased risk of cardiovascular disease
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Structure and self‐care
Managing stress

• Maintain personal wellness – structure healthy eating, exercise, sufficient sleep,
meditation, yoga
Participate in consultation groups
Manage work schedule / avoid over‐work / learn to say “no”
Personal time with family and friends
Develop an understanding and insight when angry
Separate one’s personal and professional life – maintain self esteem from personal
interests/achievements
• Maintain a great sense of humor
• Structure mini‐vacations and staycations
• Structure longer vacations
• In the moments of stress – BREATHE!!
• You??
•
•
•
•
•
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Structure and self‐care
Build resilience
Routine sleep, exercise
Build community supports
Set limits and follow through
Create boundaries that separate
personal and professional
Practice what you preach
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Thank you!

Ben Garber, Ph.D.
Bdgarberphd
@FamilyLawConsulting.org

Phil Stahl, Ph.D.

philipstahlphd@gmail.com

Robert Simon, Ph.D.
rsimon@dr-simon.com
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